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Monday, February 27, 2012 285awith an altered kinetics. The results suggest that Mot1 primes incorrectly bound
TBP for dissociation, preferably freeing promoter sites with an inappropriately
bound TBP molecule.
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Transcription initiation of eukaryotic protein-coding genes is a multi-step pro-
cess that requires assembly of RNA polymerase (Pol) II and the general tran-
scription factors into the closed complex. Then, the DNA surrounding the
TSS is melted and inserted into the Pol II active center cleft to form the
open complex (OC), the starting point for RNA synthesis. The OC is hence
a central intermediate in the initiation-elongation transition and insights into
its structure are crucial for understanding the molecular mechanism of tran-
scription initiation.
X-ray crystallography has provided detailed insights into the architecture of Pol
II in different functional states, but structural studies of transcription initiation
have been hindered by the flexibility of Pol II initiation complexes. As a conse-
quence, the structure of the OC remains unknown.
Here, we employ single-molecule Fo¨rster Resonance Energy Transfer
(smFRET) and Nano-Positioning System (NPS)analysis [1] to determine the
3-dimensional architecture of a minimal OC consisting of Pol II, promoter
DNA, TBP, TFIIB, and -IIF. Briefly, by using smFRET, we measure distances
within double labeled OCs and the NPS computes 3-dimensional position prob-
ability densities of unknown sites on upstream DNA, TATA-DNA, TBP, and
TFIIB, which allows us to build a model of the OC.
We show that in the OC, TBP and TATA-DNA reside above the Pol II cleft
between clamp and protrusion. Downstream DNA is dynamically loaded into
the cleft and unloaded from the cleft at a timescale of seconds. The TFIIB
core domain is displaced from the Pol II wall, where it was located in the closed
complex. Hence, our results define the overall structural changes during the
initiation-elongation transition, and reveal a key role for the intrinsic flexibility
of TFIIB in accommodating these changes.
[1] Muschielok et al., Nature Methods, 5, 965 (2008).
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A long-standing key question in the transcription field has been how Pol II
achieves such a high transcriptional fidelity, with an error rate ranging between
104 and 105. Maintaining transcriptional fidelity is vital to cells and organ-
isms. Novel insights into this subject have recently emerged from a combination
of structural, genetic and biochemical studies, suggesting that the high accuracy
of Pol II transcription is achieved by specific nucleotide selection and by re-
moval of misincorporated nucleotides (proofreading). Here, we use a combined
approach including pre-steady state transient kinetics, X-ray crystallography,
and molecular dynamics simulations to elucidate the roles of electrostatic ef-
fects, such as hydrogen bonds, and of steric effects in controlling Pol II tran-
scription fidelity.
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RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) carries out the transcription of all mRNA in eu-
karyotic cells. During transcript elongation, RNAPII must select the correct nu-
cleotide, catalyze its addition to the growing RNA chain, and move stepwise
along the template DNA until the gene is fully transcribed. The trigger loop
is an evolutionarily conserved protein subdomain that has been implicated in
substrate selection and catalysis in multi-subunit RNA polymerases, but its
role in the elongation process is not fully elucidated. Here, we used an
optical-trapping assay with high spatiotemporal resolution to probe directly
the motions of individual wild-type and trigger-loop mutant RNAPII mole-cules. We report direct evidence for trigger loop involvement in the RNAPII
translocation event. Global fits to the force-velocity relationships for RNAPII
and its trigger loop mutants support a Brownian-ratchet model for elongation,
where the incoming NTP is able to bind in either pre- or post-translocated
states, and movement between these two states is governed by the trigger
loop. Under conditions that promote misincorporation, the observed pausing ki-
netics suggest that the trigger loop governs fidelity in both substrate selection
and mismatch recognition.
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RNA polymerases are characterized by conflicting requirements during initial
transcription and elongation. In the initial phase, an RNA polymerase must rec-
ognize a specific promoter sequence, melt the DNA at the start site, initiate de
novo synthesis of a dimer RNA, and extend that RNA in a hybrid that is ther-
modynamically unstable to collapse of the melted bubble. Hybrid growth in
turn ultimately drives promoter release and a structural transition that enables
topologically locked RNA entry into a stabilizing exit channel, establishing
a stable elongation complex.
Perhaps not surprisingly, short RNAs are not stable during initial transcription,
leading to their abortive release. But hybrid stability is only part of the story. In
T7 RNA polymerase, a single point mutation (P266L) in the protein, distant
from the hybrid, leads to a dramatic reduction in abortive release on most pro-
moters. Current models suggest that the mutant releases promoter contacts
more readily, transitioning to a stable elongation complex sooner.
New results reveal the opposite behavior: P266L releases promoter contacts
later than wild type, suggesting an overall increase in stability of the initially
transcribing complex. Based on kinetic studies, we present a testable model
to explain how growth of the hybrid serves to drive a timed transition to
elongation.
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Transcription of DNA into RNA is the first step in gene expression and is there-
fore a common target of regulation. The last few decades have witnessed a sig-
nificant advance in our understanding of the biochemical mechanisms
underlying RNA synthesis by RNA polymerase (RNAP). Despite many phe-
nomenological observations establishing a functional relationship between
DNA template mechanics and transcription, very little is known about how
the mechanical features of DNA interact with RNA polymerase on a mechanis-
tic level. To shed light on how DNA bending and torsional stresses impact
RNAP function, we examine the mechanical interaction of bacteriophage T7-
RNAP with several circular DNA fragments that differ in length and linking
number. In particular, we employ molecular dynamics to simulate the interac-
tion of T7-RNAP with the following three DNA minicircles: 100 base pair(bp)
with linking number 9 (Lk=9), 106-bp with Lk=10, and 108-bp with Lk=10.
Each of these corresponds respectively to underwound, overwound, and relaxed
configurations. The simulations reveal that torque from T7RNAP induces local
relaxation of the bend angle of the circular DNA motif. Furthermore, T7RNAP
induces out-of-plane deformation of highly strained DNA minicircles. Differ-
ent torsional stresses seem to impact DNA conformation to various degrees:
change in internal torque (undertwisting/overtwisting DNA) forces circular
DNA complexed with T7RNAP to contort into a new shape. Based on these ob-
servations, we investigate the following: i) how the shape of a supercoiled DNA
molecule impacts the barrier for the polymerase translocation step and ii) why
DNA twist and bend angles are important factors in determining the transcrip-
tion rate on strained templates.
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The well-studied RNA polymerases fall into two distinct classes: the ‘‘single
subunit’’ family represented by bacteriophage T7, mitochondrial, and chloro-
plast RNA polymerases and the ‘‘multi-subunit’’ bacterial and eukaryotic
